2nd March 2015

Dear Parents/Guardians,

Solid State Circus Performance and Workshop — PASS and Drama Students

On Monday 23rd March Solid State Circus will be performing and running workshops for students in Drama and PASS here at McAuley Catholic College. This is a rare opportunity for students to watch trained circus professionals present their Risky Business show and participate in workshops run by these professionals. Through acrobatics, object manipulation and other circus skills, the performers reflect aspects of young people's lives from the need for a balanced diet and building a healthy body; to persistence and not giving up on your goals.

Date: Monday 23rd March

Cost: No cost. This performance will be covered by the students PASS and Drama fees ($15)

Dress: Students participating in the workshop must wear their sports uniform due to the physical nature of the activities. Students are also asked to bring a drink bottle to the workshop.

Below is more information regarding the performance and workshop.

The Performance 9.00 - 10:00 am:

Solid State Circus presents a tightly packed comedy acrobatics show featuring the skills of knockabout, tumbling, acrobalance, vaulting, mini-tramp, hula hoops, juggling, unicycle, and more!

The Workshop 10am – 11.30pm:

- Group game and warm-up
- Introduction to tumbling and mini-tramp (dive rolls, somersaults, cartwheels etc)
- Acrobalance (using other people to create pyramids and balances)
- Manipulation Skills - juggling, hula hoops, staff twirling etc)
- Final group activity (the photo opportunity!)

Yours faithfully,

Mrs Tiffany Lee
Leader of Learning - PDHPE